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Equestrian 
Silica Sand Mix
Mansfield Sand Equestrian Silica Sand Mix is a 
pre-mixed non-waxed surface which is designed to suit 
all riding disciplines.

As pioneers and innovators of fibre stabilised riding surfaces for over 
30 years, Mansfield Sand has long held the principle objectives of quality 
and innovations for all of our products.

Equestrian Silica Sand Mix is uniquely manufactured at our modern 
purpose-built quarry through a plant specifically designed to ensure the 
complete, thorough and consistent mixing of our sub angular washed 
silica sand with a blend of polypropylene fibres.

Equestrian Silica Sand Mix’s natural water retention and interlocking fibres 
will ensure that your horse is riding on top of the surface, with superior stability 
under foot for security, confidence and ultimate performance. 

Suitable for both indoors and outdoors application, our extensive knowledge 
with all-surfaces has helped develop a product which will satisfy all of your 
equestrian demands.
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Mansfield Sand Company Ltd was formed in 1840 and has long been associated with premium
quality, performance and service. The company won a Gold Medal at the Great Exhibition in 1851,
held at Crystal Palace, for its Mansfield Red Moulding Sand. We are market leaders and experts in
surface products for both Sports and Equestrian applications spanning over two decades. 

Fibresand was originally developed and patented in 1996 and subsequently trialled and approved
by The Jockey Club. Our first class fibresand range of products are reliably used by numerous
ménage, gallops and equestrian users all over the country. Our fibresand products are also used
in main stadium and training ground football pitch construction along with rugby and landscaping
applications. We are also market leaders in industrial silica sands and bag over 2 million bags of
sand per annum which goes into both builders’ merchants and golf sectors. In addition to a
comprehensive range of quality silica sand based products we have been manufacturing Mansfield
Bricks locally since the 1920’s, supplying concrete based products into the construction industry.

We have been quarrying silica sand in
Mansfield for over 170 years. Our new
purpose built quarry has the most up-to-
date and advanced equipment in the
industry. Our ISO 9001-approved
laboratory and testing facilities ensure
superb quality with every single product
we manufacture first time, every time.

We pride ourselves on the personal
service, support, and attention to detail
we provide to all customers, and are
committed to providing a first-class, cost-
effective product, delivered nation-wide
no matter the size of the job or your
application requirements.

www.mansfield-sand.co.uk




